Email From: Ryan Persoon
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011
If interested in an odor control, please read the below "product study" we conducted
this summer.
Any questions, please contact me.
I was contacted by Scott Berggren of Amiran Technologies LLC to try out an odor
control that they offer. Scott and Frank have been very gracious to send us free
samples to use this summer to see if it helped with smells associated with fish
cleaning stations. The samples came in three, 5 gallon containers.
We tried BG - Clean 1103N at Bush's Landing Fish Cleaning Station (FCS) table
and catfish cans as well as cans from Little Bend. This product is a powder that was
liberally applied to the table, surrounding area, and empty cans via use of a large
shaker bottle similar to a cheese and spice shaker from a pizza restaurant. Although
we do not typically experience smells from the fish cleaning table itself, we hoped
there would be a considerable decrease in smell from the vaults when we pump
them out. There was not, but this product worked to remove about 90%+ of the
smell associated with fish cans and fish juice that spilled on the concrete or in the
back of vehicles. I consider this product a must have for this purpose.
BG-Clean 1103LH is basically the same as 1103N, except it is supposed to be
1103N on steroids. It too is a powder, but a very fine powder. We used this at Bob's
FCS and West Whitlock FCS as well as catfish cans from both areas with the same
type of shaker bottle. We experienced the same result as the 1103N that we used
down south.
From what we experienced at the areas and because BG-Clean 1103N is cheaper, I
feel that this product does have a place here and would like to continue use by
purchasing some for next season. In addition to our FCS tests, this product was
used in dumpsters and other smelly areas with amazing results.
In total, we only used a little over 5 gallons of total product at each of the three
areas, so a little does go a long way! I feel it is a good deal and support the product,
BG - Clean 1103N.
Thanks Ryan M. Persoon
District 13 Supervisor
West Whitlock Recreation Area
16157A West Whitlock Rd
Gettysburg, SD 57442
(605) 765-9410

